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Introduction 
This booklet haB'~een prepared for the Oklahoma Area Indian Health Service 
Advisory Board by its staff and the consulting firm, Social and Environmental 
Research Associates, Inc, The booklet is a practical guide to be used in eval­
uating water and sanitation projects undert2ken by the Oklahoma Area Office 
of Environmental Health. The booklet contains an overview of purposes and 
procedures of environmental health programs; a description of the IHS Office 
of Environmental Health and its operations; and a sequential analysis of the 
processes involved in implementing water and sanitation facilities construc­
tion projects. Additionally, a worksheet has been prepared for the Advisory 
Board'S use in evaluating selected construction projects. Although the infor­
mation presented is most particularly relevant to projects involvinq construction 
(sanitation and water), the general principles and sequences are pertinent to 
most environmental health projects. 
The evaluation plan suggested for Advisory Board use is consumer rather 
than engineering oriented. Consumer oriented evaluation focuses on the human 
needs to be served, and the extent to which a project upon completion will 
fulfill such needs. The crucial questions in the case of environmental health 
are whether or not the project will result in a significant reduction of an 
identified health problem, and whether or not the finished project is accept­
able to the beneficiaries. The skill and efficiency employed in conducting 
the various technical processes of a project are important, and should be 
examined. The technical processes, however, are simply means to the end of 
better health for the residents of en area; and consumer evaluation focuses 
primarily on the extent to which a project has, or will, result in impToved 
health. 
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Comorehensive View of Envircnment8l Health Pronrams 
Health programs have two distinct objectives. One is to provide care for 
persons who have acute and chronic health problems. For this we try to build 
hosoitals and clinics, and staff them with competent professionals. The ether 
objective is to prevent health o~oclems from occurring. One of the most imcor· 
tant ccmpor.ents of preventive programs is environmental health. The basic 
purposes of environmental health programs are to remove or control those envi­
ronmental factors which are kncwn to produce health problems, and to add to 
the environment those elements rEquired for good health. Environmental health 
programs can include a comprehensive range of activities, some of the more 
important of which are summarized below. 
(1)	 Eliminate sources of contamination, for example: 
provide sufficient quantity of pure water 
dispose human and other organic waste to neutralize dangerous 
bacteria 
control food processing and storage to insure purity 
- control disease bearing pests and parasites. 
(2)	 rrovide adequate shelter 2nd liJing facilities, for example: 
structural soundness 
protection from the elements, warmth and lighting 
sufficient individual living space 
ventilation and exhaust of poisonous gases such as carbon monoxioe 
food preparation and storage facilities to maintain quality and 
purity. 
(3)	 Prevent accidents and injuries, for axampla:
 
safe storaGe and use of flamables and explosives
 
fire prevention and control
 
safe electrical house and appliance wiring
 
control end safa use of poisons and drugs
 
traffic and road safety.
 
Environmental Needs Studies 
It i9 impossible to control all environmental factors related to human 
health. Therefore, primary attention should be directed toward the remediation 
of those conditions which 2re responsible for the most wide spread and serious 
health problems. Prior to the implementation of a oroject, the unique environ­
mental conditions of any given service area should be carefully studied, and 
the relation of these conditions to the health status of Indian people deter­
mined. On the basis of such studies, area environ~ental health oriorities can 
be established. Projects can then be planned so that the most serious pro=lems 
are corrected first. Further, a masterplan for each service area should be 
developed. Such a plan would include a description of all environmental needs, 
arrangement of needs in order of importance, a procedure for meeting these 
needs, funding required, and a time line for completion of specific projects 
and of the general program. 
It should be noted that comprehensive environmental needs studies are 
not alwayd conducted prior to the implementation of specific projects. Even 
~hen undertaken, such studies are often too h~etily done to be of significant 
value in program planning. It is anticipated, however, that carefully planned 
needs studies soon will be a requirement for all environmental health orojects. 
Evaluation of Environmental Health Projects 
Since health dollars are limited, their expenditure must result in 
positive benefits to people. A poorly conceived and executed project not only 
fails to deliver such benefits, but at the same time ~astes the resources 
~hich cculd have been used for other needed projects. 80th general programs 
and individual projects should be evaluated to determine their ~orth. Eval­
uation can identify poor designs and wasteful orocedures. This will help 
planners and program directors to avoid similar mistakes in future projects. 
Evaluation of environmental health projects is organized around three 
questions: (1) did the project result in a high quality, functional product, 
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end in improved health; (2) were the procedur8s used to implement the project 
economical and efficient; and (3) were the beneficiaries satisfied with the 
procedures and results? No evaluation is complete without objective assessment 
to provide defln·ttlve 2nswers to all three Questions. Evaluation reports 
should point out strenqths and weaknesses of a oroject relative to e~ch Ques­
tion, and should contain recommendations which will lead to improved procedures. 
Cultural Values and EnvironMental ~ealth Projects 
By their very nature, environmental health projects do change the life 
style of an area's residents. Every attempt should be made not to disrupt thi~ 
life style, especially if it derives from the cultural values and customs of 
the Indian people. Minor departures from "ideal" engineering designs for 
projects can result in products more compatible with beneficiaries' life 
styles without unduly sacrificing product quality. 
For very practical reasons, tribal groups should participate in the 
initiation, planning and implementation of projects. Through participation 
they can state their own preferences when options are available, and these 
can be incorporated into the project design. thus generating a feeling of 
familiarity and ownership. Projects should not be "imposed" without the full 
knowledge, understanding and approval of the beneficiaries. The functional 
value of a project, as contrasted with its theoretical value, depends 
upon its being accepted by the people served. 
Indisn Health Service, Office Df Enviro~ental Health 
Organization 
The IHS has a special division concerned with environmental health proj­
ects. In the Oklahoma City Area, the Office of EnvirDnmental Health (OEH) 
serves the Indian people of nine IHS service units cDvering all Df Oklahoma 
and parts of Kansas and Nebraska. There are three branches in OEH, Management 
SuppDrt Services Branch, Environmental Health Services Branch and Sanitation 
Facilities ConstructiDn Branch. The Advisory BDard is tD evaluate prDjects 
conducted by the Sanitation facilities CDnstruction Branch. The Drganization 
Df OEH by departments and staff appears in figure I; and the respDnsibilities 
Bnd functions Df each staff member are described in Table I, pages 6 - 9. 
The functiDn Df the Management Support Services Branch is tD advise the 
Area and field staffs of their administrative responsibilities. This invDlves 
interpreting administrative directives and pUblicatiDns, and establishing 
the pDlicies and guidelines necessary for compliance. Further, they provide 
financial status informatiDn Dn SanitatiDn Facilities CDnstructiDn prDjects, 
prepare monthly budget repDrts, maintain an activity personnel rDster and 
insure cDrrect and efficient prDcessing of dDcuments. 
The Environmental Health Services Branch assists Indian families in 
identifying end cDrrecting evnirorvnental cDnditions detrimental tD health. 
Activities include prDviding assistance to individuals or tribal grDups in 
the acquisitiDn Df adequate water supplies and waste dispDsal systems, the 
removal Df accident prDducing hazaros and disease bearing pests, the Dbtain­
ment Df satisfactDry sanitary practices in fDDd storage and preparatiDn, and 
the mDnitDring Dr envirDnmental factDrs in institutiDns serving Indians. 
Soma Df the impDrtant types of assistance offerad are accumulating and ana­
lyZing health statistics, conductinq needs surveys, aiding Tribal Governments 
in planning health projects, and prDviding training tD persons in the mainte­
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nance of w~ter and sanitation systems. 
The runction of the Sanitation Facilities Construction Sranch (SFC8) is 
to provide Indian residents with adequate water and sanitation facilities as 
provided under the Indian Sanitation FGcilities Construction Act (P.L. 36-121). 
This includes such activities as drilling wells, installing septic tanks, 
finding and transporting water, 8~d connectin~ residences to community water 
and sewage systems. Initially, SFCB is contacted. by an individual, housing 
authority, tribal group or other governmental agency with a proposed project. 
If funds are available, if the service population is eligible to receive 
benefits, and if it is economically feasible, SfCB can participate in the 
project. Particip2tion can be accomplished in three waye: 
(1)	 by carrying out all construction activities using SFCS staff, equip­
ment and materials (termed a ~force account"); 
(2)	 by contracting through competitive bidding all or part of the con­
struction activities to an outside contractor (termed a "contracted 
account"); and 
(3)	 by transferring funds to an outside agency (such as a water district 
or municipality) involved in a water-sanitation project for the 
purpose of providing facilities to Indian people (termed a "memoran­
dum or agreement fund transfer"). 
Appropriations 
Appropriations by Area and Service Unit are presented in Tables II and 
III. (There are differences in the figures reported by different information 
sources.) "Program" refers to the-costs of maintaining the OEH staff (salaries, 
travel expenses, benefits, equipment). ~Constructionn refers to monies appro­
priated for the construction activities of the Sanitation Facilities Construc­
tion Branch. The division of expenditures between ·Program" and ·Construction­
coats presented in Tables II €nd III may not be an accurate reflection 0' 
amounts spent in eech category. At times, cutbacks in alloc~tion9 will result 
II 
6.""'U1..l~ .&..1. 
COMPARISON OF OEH OBLIGATED APPROPRIATIONS BY SERVICE UNIT* 
Fiscal Year 1975 
Construction $ Construction 
Service Unit Progr·aru Housing Regular Special Total Population Per Person 
Clinton $ 33,477 $ 52,100 ~ 52,100 5,462 9.54 
Lawton 96,200 61,375 $ 147,000 $ 1,000 209,375 12,862 16.28 
.. 
Pawnee 53,721 406,115 184,300 4,100 594,515 9,231 64.40 
Tahlequah 94,685 345,500 345,500 20,828 16.59 
Talihina 91,250 278,200 225,100 14,200 517,500 11,587 44.62 
Holton 53,841 534,950 534,950 961 556.66 
Shawnee 54,754 265,798 123,300 1,500 390,598 15,468 25.25 
T18homingo 51,327 171,200 49,300 220,500 8,400 26.25 
Claremore 117,772 635,625 314,000 949,625 29,192 32.53 
Area Office 374,656 400,922 328,000 728,922 
TOTAL $1,021,683 $ 3,151,785 $1,371,000 $ 20,800 $ 4,543,585 113,991 
TOTAL ALLOCATED 1,021,683 3,288,000 1,371,000 15,000 4,674,UUU 
IHS TOTAL 8,541,000 33,046,000 7,000,000 ~64,OOO 40,510,000 520,469 
7JJKC 12.04 9.95% 19.57% 3.23% 11. 54% 21. 9% 
*Source: Staff 
IHS, Office of Environmental Health 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
~ 
..... 
TABLE II I 
COMPARISON OF OEH APPROPRIATIONS BY AREA*
 
Fiscal Year 1975 
Area Office Program Construction Population $ Construction/Person 
Aberdeen $ 938,100 $ 3,165,000 69,548 $ 45.51 
Albuquerque 703,200 1,187.000 36.197 32.79 
Anchorage 1,486.000 11,500.000 53.906 213.33 
OKLAHOMA 1,021,400 4.674.000 112.825 41.43 
Bemidji 385.800 1.479.000 22,302 66.32 
Billings 612.600 1.927.000 28,988 66.48 
Uset 156,100 1,927.000 9.532 202.16 
Phoenix 1,029,400 3,383.000 53.305 63.46 
Portland 506,400 1,900.000 26.725 71.09 
Tucson 276,500 775,000 10.580 73.25 
Navajo 1,134,500 8.019.000 96.561 83.05 
Headquarters 291,000 514.000 
TOTAL $8,541,000 $40,450.000 520.469 
*Caution must be exercised in making Area comparisons due to differences in climatic and isolation 
conditions which affect expense. differences in the percentage of population already served, and 
differences in tribal priorities. 
.... SOURCE; Delbert A. Larson, P.E • 
N Director. Office of Environmental Health 
in a transfer of funds from Construction to Program so that staff functions 
can be maintained. Gonstruction costs are divided into appropriations for 
Housing, Regular and Special projects •. Housing projects are those projects 
tribally sponsored or financed by governmental agencies such as HUD, HIP, 
VA and BIA which require OEH installation of water and sanitation facilities. 
Thus, OEH must provide sanitation systems for housing projects originating 
from other agencies, groups, or individuals. 
Toward the end of the fiscal year, remaining OEH Housing funds may be 
reprogramed for "Regular" projects. At the beginning of each year, tribal 
governments from each Service Unit submit a list of water and sanitation 
projects arranged by priority requiring OEH participation. The Area Office 
develops an overall list incorporating proposed projects from each Service 
Unit. At the end of the year, when Housing project funds have been committed, 
remaining funds may be reprogramed to Regular projects. Thus, under current 
conditions, OEH can provide water and sanitation systems based on priorities 
developed by tribes only if Housing project funds remain uncommitted. 
"Specia~project funds are allocated each year to be used for emergency 
projects and for engineering studies. EX2~ples are the redrilling of a dry 
well, and an engineering feasibility stuay. "Population" refers to the IHS 
estimates of the Indian population. "$ Ccnstruction Per Person" was derived 
by dividing the total funds obligated by the estimated population. This fig­
ure can be used to make Area and Service Unit comparisons. "Obligated" 
appropriations refer to those funds first aopropriated by Congress then 
designated for use by a specific branch. "Allocated" refers to total funds 
actually received and committed to specific projects. 
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Project Evaluation Worksheet 
The questions appearing on the following pages may serve as a general 
guide for evaluating P.L. 85-121 projects undertaken by OEH - Oklahoma Area 
Office of IHS. The evaluators should carefully note that these questions 
have not been field tested. Therefore, any rational modification to make 
them more pertinent to the evaluation task is not only permissible, but even 
desirable. 
The information required to answer the questions is to be obtained from 
a variety of methods and sources; namely: OEH staff assigned to projects 
under evaluation; review of project documents; on-site observations of facil­
ities; interviews with contractors; and interviews with beneficiaries and 
tribal representatives. 
It is suggested that four representative projects be evaluated and a 
summary evaluation report with recommendations be prepared. It is further 
recommended that the Area Board request the IHS Office for assigned technical 
assistance from an experienced and competent OEH staff member. A request for 
a minimum of 30 days assigned time seems reasonable for the scope of evalu­
ation tasks. Additional assistance by SERA will be provided. 
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PROJET EYALUA TION k()fIKSMEET 
A. 6EltEJIAL INfORMII TlON 
(1)	 PROJECT '.0. IUI1UII ~------ (2) PIIOJECT LocnlOI 
-------------­
(3)	 '1I0HCT TY'EI 
1.	 IHI COISUUCTlOI ('OIlCE Accoun) 
2. OUTSIDE COITIIACTOII (I1E"0IAI08n	 0' AS.EE"EIT) 
3.	 COKIIUTIO. 
(4)	 OlK SUPEI,'SOIl ~__ 
8.	 STATIST ICS 
(1) TOTAL 'IOJECT COST (I.CLUOE ALL	 OIIECT A.O I.OIIIECT COSTI) 
(2) TOTAL T'nl TO CO"PLET'O. ('Ion	 'I'TIAL IIl0aliT TO TI1.a,rl) 
(3)	 lOllL .Ul1lrl 0' MO"ll D'IECTLY Il.l",ED
 
con/.onE
 
(4)	 A.laAL OPEIIAT'O. COSTI (EIT'K1Tl I' IlClaSllY) 
(5)	 ••••AL nAI.,tlAICE COSTS (IOII"AL llPlCllD eosTs) 
(6) L"E ll'lCTliCY 0' '1I01aCT ,.	 ylllli 
c. COOSl.t1ER INYOL-'O'lElCT 
(l)	 WAS TU 'IOJECT ,.,TALLY IIfO.UTlD IT COlSunll (1I0ll1DUALI 01 TIl'UL 'Ions) '7 DUCUU lHl 0' IIYOLUPUIT. 
A" IF .Oll. WIY '7 
2.3 
(2) WAI TNI COISU"[I 'IUUTII Will O,TlO" 01 lUUIUIYlS fOI "I[TIU IUDS 1 DUCIlIl TYPE 0' IIYOLU"IIT, AID
 
I' IOU, 'oilY 1
 
(3)	 DID Til COUUI'IU UIOIlSTUOt "I'OU OF 'IOHCT. 01$1'1. TI"I 'U.US '01 CO"'LlTIOI, COlD IT 10" 0' O'UnIOI 
110 "AiITIUICI 1 OUCIIIl THI 0' IIYOLU.HIT. AlO I' IOU. "'MY ? 
(4)	 WAI Til COUU"U '10"0£0 WITII O'POITUlITY '01 IIPlIT liTO DUISI 0' PIOJICT ? DISCIlIl THI 0' III0LYlI'IUT. no 
'I'	 I' lOll, "'"Y 1
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(5) WAS TNI eOI'U"£1 SATIS'IID W11. f'liL paoouCT - ITS FUICTIOIALI1T, qUALITT, DuaAIILITT. I' lOT, WHY 7 
(6)	 IAI THI COISU"II IEEI ADEQUATELT IISTRUCTID II OPERATIOI AIO "AIITEIAICE 0' PRODUCT (AT LEAST THOSE CO"roIEHTS 
'01 WHICH HI IS RIIPOISIDLI) ? DlSCllDI TYPE 0' IISTIUCTIOI, AID I' lOll, WHY? 
D.	 PRCCue' qUALITY 
DOli ,.1 ""'SHID PIODICT SUCCISS'ULLY "lIT DISlel II0IIII"IIT' '01 OPIIATIOI, QUALITY liD DUIADILITY 7 
(lOll UY OUIC IlICllI TO DATI liD .OV TUSE WUl lOll" flED) 
25 
E. TIHELY COMPLETION 
WAI THE PROJECT CO"PLITIOI T'"E, FRO" IICIPTIOI TO TRAISFEI, COISISTIIT WITI TI"I FRA"lS ESTAILISHED AT If8111'.' 
0' PROJECT 1 (lOll AlT DELUS, HO'I LO", UO HUO") 
F.~ 
WAI ur PROJECT CO"PLnn WITIIOn COlt onnulS 1 " COSU lICHO UTI"ATU, IDUlIn WHEII AID WNT. 
&. [NV IRONMENTAl HEALTH BEN EF ITS 
(1) WMAT SPECI'IC EIWIIOI"IITAL MIALTI IE£DI II TMI PROJlCT DlSI'II' TO "ElT, AID MOW WlRI TMESI 11101 10f1TI'110 1 
26 
(2) WIIAT .",nOH/HITS II UHUL HALT" AU UHCTlD, 110 II"AT ~LlIS MAY( lUI 'UO( TO DOCUI1UJ SUCI ''''~IOHl1fITS ? 
H. OElI RES~l'3IBILITIES 
(1) DID 0[11 ACTIVELY SOLICIT ~ARJICI'ATIOI 0' COISU"'US (UIIAL UOU'S Olt IID''''UAU) ? 
(2) llli D[M UI'OasIY[ TO ll'USSU IHOS 0' TIII1AL UOU'S 01 IIOI'tIDUALS ? 
27 
(,,) IIUI SU"ICIIIT SUff ,I£"'UIS AID Till[ ASSIUID TO Till '~OJ[CT TO IISUU ITS CO""L[TIOI .. ACCO~OAlCI TO O£SIU
 
srICI'ICATIOIS 1
 
(6) DID OU IICIIY[ "rlOrllATl ceOrERAlIOI flO'" OTII£~ IMS UtA OtrUTI1UTS 1
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PROJ EC T rH LUA TIo;~ '.IOIlKSH HT 
A.	 GE~ERAL 'NFORMATIO~ 
(1)	 '_OHCT I.D. IUI'IB[1l (2) '~OJ[CT LOCATIOI 
(3)	 '-OHCT THf (4) O[K UUCII 
(5)	 SIlIH OESCIlI'TIOI 0' '1l0JECT: 
(1)	 HOW W1S THE HQuEH fOil TH[ '1l0JECT IIITllHD? 
(I)	 HOW WEllE THE HECI flC OlVlllONI'IElTlL IUDS OOCur1lNTED ? 
(c)	 WII1T WILL TNE "IlL '1l0DUCT II 1 
(D)	 'lUI IIHIlO'IIr1E1TS II UNUlL HfALTH UE EHECHD ? 
(l)	 IlOW WILL '1l0JECT EffECTS 01 CENElllL llfALTIl IE VEil I flED ? 
(,)	 "'"Al PEIISOIS WILL IIICEIVE DIIIECT IEIE'ITS 7 IlOW M1IV IIDIVIOUAL PEIISOII WILL 1111"1 7 
(6)	 '01110 OOfl TilE '1l0JEC~ WOIlK 1 
IlfS'OIS'ILI 'llTlfS . 'UIlCTlOIS 
'III 0I'UTr1011S liD pusoun 
COIlUCTOIlS 
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8. PROJECT FINlllCtS 
(1) 
'UIO'I' (SOUICII All A~UITI 0' "IAIC'I' - LilT OILY 
LIST ALL 'UIOI.' SOUICll AID IMOUITS FIOM lACN 
SCURCU 
unT 'UIOS 
~IOU'LICATll 'WIOS) 
(1) 
(2) 
'11 COITI"UTIOIS 
'IOUI.DUAL AID TlIUL COITlIIUTlOIS 
11'[101 TIll U (AMounl SPlit '01 lACII 
'NS IUIUtT cosn 
nHARATIOIC no 'UII'IQ 
COIOOCT .110S STUDY 
10TH 
,.O.HCT '"'Sl) 
(INS) 
'""UIT 
lUI TOUL 
onILo, ll'IIUI'1I OU", 
'IHAIE 110 SCN[DULl AID 
IHCI FlcnlOIl 
'IOeall 'IO'lITY, ~"MT' 0' 
VAY, '10 lIT'M'Tl 0'"4'11 
OTII[I 
lUI TOTAL 
lY'LU'Tl I'OS '10 ,IS,ICT 
II0ltii "C'LITIEI 
IlLEeT 1'0011 'II ,II,LIZE 
eOITUeT 
tTlIU 
lUI TOUL 
31 
(uruol TullS COI"IU£D)
 
fUICTIOI ,uU ,"OUIT
 
PR£COISTRUCTIOI SUR,EY liD 
LA YOU T 
"lURllLS (,IClUOE SHI PPIIG) 
EQUIPI'l£IT 
LalOI ('lelUDE OV£RH£lO) 
SUrUYI'lOI 
OTHER 
SUI	 TOUL 
(5)	 COI'lPl£TIOI liD TI1IS'£R 
'lilL IISPECTIOI 
DOCUI'l£I'lTIOI aiD TlllSf£1 
O,OWIUSHIP 
LEGll COSTS fOI SETTlII' 
DIHUHS 
"TIl EI 
SUI TOUL 
SUI TOTal 
(7) '111.11' 1.0 1'I111'Ell1CE 
Till illIG COSTS 
"lll'ElllCE COSTS: 
OWI£I'S con 
COITI1CTOI', COST 
IMS'S COST 
'ISPECTIOI COSTS 
SUI TOTAL 
TOTAL COST 
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c. "ME LINE OF MJJCA PROJECT lCTlVITI(S 
ACTI" n 
DATU 
IIiTiaUD 
OATU 
CO"'L(UO 
(1) IIITIAL UQUEST FO. ;'-4JlCT 
(2) 'IHUlTIOJl IlID 'L.. IIIC 
COICuCT 'IHC sunET, 'IHAI[ U"IU."C 
OlllGI, 810 SCHEDULE AND S'fCI'ICATIOIS 
OITal1 GO~EII~EIT "'.O~.L AID '~IOII' 
OIUII 'IOHln AID RIGHTS 0' WA" 
(3) 'IOCUIOHNT 
COITI.CT 'IE,.laTIOI, HSA 1[~I(w, 
'IIITII' AID AOVERTISE"EIT 
E"LUAU liDS. IIS'ECT COnIACTOIS' 
'ACILITIES .10 SELECT COITRACTOl 
AWalO COITlaCT. ISSuE 10TICE TO 'IOCEED. 
aiD "OLD 'llCOISTIUCTIOI COI,EIEICE 
(4) COISTIUCTIOI 
'IEcoaSTRUCTIOI aCT"ITIES 
OIU.I '0"1 TI 
.,[C"" aiD ORDfR "aTEllaLI 
'I["IE COlnllUCTloa LAVOUT 
COaSTIUCTIoa &CTI'ITIES· (S'EClf" "aJOI COISTIUCTloa STalES) 
'OST COISTRUCTIOI aCllVll'ES 
STalT u, aiD CNECI Of S"STE" 
COllECT DUICIE.CIES (If AlV) 
(5) CO"'LETIOI aiD Tlaa.'EI 
fllAL IIS,ECTICI AID OlflCIEICll1 
COIiICTIOI 
IllTLE COITlaCT OI.fUTIS ('f al") 
f.IAL ACCI'TaICE AID 'A""EIT 
l1AI.fEI Of OWIERSMI' 
TOTAL TIME FOR PAOJ£CT CQ~PLETlCN 
• COISTIUCTIOI AC11~llIIS Val' .CCOROII' T~ TME 'IOJECT. EVALuaTOI, 'ILL '1 ITA,rl. 
D. PROD~CT QUALITY 
'AOJrCT CO"'O~l~Ta
--'---­
(1)	 Ol$1611 SUITa.,lIT' 0' 
rIGIH!!AII' 'lal aID "aTlAlall­
rOUI,"rl' S,rClfICaTIOI. 
(2)	 'lllO LaYOUTI accu.aTY 0' 
'UAVlY aH. 'NY"Cal 'O"TIOI'I' 
0' 'aClliTT CO"POlrIT' 
(3)	 "aT(Mlal'l QuaLIT, 0' "aTf•• ALI 
uSlD aID 'U'TallliTT '01 TNIII 
'UICTIOlal 'UI'OSI 
(of)	 COUTllUC"OI Iou' MlUI QUALITY 
aiD SUITa •• lITY fOI COHITIUCTIOI 
1l0UIIl"Un 
(~)	 WOII"al'NI'. II'Ll W'T. WH'CH 
"AT[.,all '10 CO"'OI[IT. all 
aUUlIUo 
(6)	 O'[IATIOI, OOIS "'TI" al' 'T' 
CO"'OlrIT' 'UICT'OI as OII"l101 
OUallTY COIIROl. ["'LOyrO orflCI rlCI U lOTtO	 COMI(CTIOIS Maor 
OEH	 'ITlllaL R[VI[W 
STaTE Nral'N OI'al'"EI' Alv,CW 
Nfal'H IrITIC($ aO"IIISTlaT,OI .fTI[W 
OfN	 01 1"[ ,"S'[CTIOI 
COI"aC'OI 'loelrSI If PO", 
OfN COI",C'OI 'aCILITI[' II"[CT.OI 
OfN 01 "Tf .IS'fC"OI 
OfN COI'AaC'OI 'aC'LI"fl IIS'tCTIOI 
OtN 01 'ITf IIS'fCTIOI 
OlN	 COI"'C'O' 'aC'L.Tlfl .1.'fCT.O. 
OfN 01 S.Tf .IS'fCT.OI 
""l 11.'tC"OI - OtN. "'If "0 
NOUS'I' aU'NOIIT' 
OfN 'If',laL .IS'fCT.OI 
""al .IS'lCT.OI - OlN. T"I( '10 
NOUSII' 'UTNOIITT 
to 
l.I 
SU""'AAY EVAlUA TION 
A. SUTI STiCS 
(1) TOUL "OJEC 1 COlT 
(2) T01AL 11"1 FOI co",unOI 
(3)	 TOTAL IU"III 0' rllSOIS DIIICTLY 1[I[Fllll'
 
COST HI rllSOI
 
(4) AIIUAL orllAlll' COS1S 
(~) 'IIUAL "'IITII.IC( COSTS 
(6) LI'I (I'ICTAICY 0' rlODUCT (YIAIS) 
(7) TOTAL "AIITIIAICI COSTI (~)	 J (6) 
B. II'IIOI"IITAL MIALT" 'ALUI ., 'IOJICT 
(1) IUS 1Il1 'IOHCl USULTIO II	 SIUHIC&l1 I"'IOYE"UT 0' 'UUAL IIULU or IUlfICiAIIU? 
(2) WAS Till 'IOJICT Dllle1/' 'OWAI~ Til( I'IOST CIITICAL IUUOI"UUL IUDS 0' Till USIDUTIAL alIA ? 
(3) WIU IHlII OTIIII HIID[ITIH AI[AI WHIIl 'HI 11[[0 '01 THIS ty,[ or 'IOJ[CT WAS 1'1011 CRITICAL? 
c. 'IIAICIAL AIALYSIS 
(1) WAS TII[ TOTAL COST 0' Till 'IOJICl IIAS01AILI II 111"S 0' I[SID[IT I[I['ITS? I' 10, II'LAII 
(2) W(I[ AlY 0' TIt[ cosn 0' TII[	 .,[C.,'C 'IOJECT A"""IIS UCUSIU ? " YES, [I'LlII 
(3) COULO TM[ SA"I IIII'IT. (1ISILT.) M,YI IIII ACIIIIYIO WI'M LISS "OilY 7 I' 'II, S'ICI'Y IIOW 
(4) WIll TIIIII COS, OYlIIUI. ? I' Yl•• MOW "DCI, AID COULO THlS[ IIA'I 11[1 'YOIDIO 7 
(~) WILL 0'11"11' cosr. II COI'ISTII' WITM 'IIAICIAL I[SOuIC[. 0' I[I,O[I'S 7 
(6) WILL ",II'[I.IC[ COS1S I[ COISISTIIT WITI 'IIAICIAL I[SOuIC[S 0' I[SIDIITS 7 
3 
(1) \lAS Till '_OHCT COP1Pl£T£O II , UlSOIU~[ PEIIOO Of T!,.[? (flOI'l IllTllL UQUUT TO CO"'UTIOI UO TUfA3H.) 
., lOt llP~lIl 
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FINAL REPORT
 
EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROJECfS
 
SANITATION FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION BRANCH OCA IRS
 
2500 South Broadway, Suite 4A Edmond, Oklahoma 73034 
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Preface 
Address to the Oklahoma City Area Indian Health Service Advisory Board, Inc.
 
June 12, 1976
 
Dear President Tanyan and Board Members: 
Social and Environmental Research Associates has spent the last week preparing 
a draft of the final evaluation report. As you know, this report concerns the 
activities of the Sanitation Facilities Construction Program of the Oklahoma City 
Area Office of Environmental Health. Significant aspects of the report will be 
presented to you orally this morning, and your questions and comments will be 
solicited. 
There are three matters of primary concern stemming from the evaluation studies. 
These matters deserve your careful attention since they are critical to the success 
of environmental health programs. 
First, there is an urgent need to have a reinstatement of Regular programs as 
a standard budget category of OER. Funds in this category have been used in the 
past to provide water and sanitation services to existing homes on a participatory 
basis with the home owners. On the basis of a decision made outside the Oklahoma 
Area, this budget category was eliminated for fiscal years 1976 and 1977. Because 
of this decision many worthwhile and needed projects cannot be undertaken. It is 
recommended that the Board take strong action to promote the reinstatement of the 
Regular category. 
Second, there is in the Oklahoma City Area, and nationwide, a critical problem 
concerning the operation and maintenance of water and sanitation facilities once 
ownership of these have been passed to individuals and Tribal groups. Training 
programs to produce the knowledge and skill essential to operation-maintenance 
have fallen far short of their goal. This problem will grow as the number of 
systems put into operation increases over the next ten years. SERA perceives 
this as the most critical, long-term problem (of environmental health projects) 
facing the Indian people. Action should be taken to upgrade thp. quality of 
operation and maintenance training programs. 
The third matter concerns the fact that there are a significant number of 
important environmental health functions which, for the lack of funds and 
personnel, are not currently being carried out by Oklahoma Area Office of 
Environmental Health. Among these functions are systematic studies of the 
environmental health needs of the Indian people; the development of community, 
regional, and area environmental health profiles and priorities; and follow-up 
studies to determine consumer satisfaction with, and health results of, SFCB 
projects. It is recommended that Advisory Board request IRS that these and other 
closely related functions be assumed by Indian Tribal Organizations, citing PL 93-638 
as the enabling Act. 
In closing, special acknowledgement should be given to Wayne T. Craney, Chief, 
Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch, for his invaluable assistance throughout 
the months of this project. His guidance through the technical maze of construction 
projects was instrumental to the success of the project, and his courtesy and 
responsiveness during the field trips benefited all who participated. 
We hope the report in its final form will be useful to you and your purposes 
in the months ahead. It has been a distinctive pleasure working with you and your 
staff. 
Sincerely, 
Donald R. Bowlus, Ph.D. 
Director, Social and Environmental 
Research Associates 
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The mission of the OCA IHS Advisory Board Evaluation Project for 1975-76 
was to review and evaluate the operations of the Sanitation Facilities 
Construction Branch of the Oklahoma Area Office of Environmental Health (IHS). 
The complexities of SFCB are so enormous that the major efforts of the project 
was directed toward the development of Staff and Board understanding of the 
goals and procedures of SFCB. To this end, OCA IHS Advisory Board procured the 
services of a private consulting firm, Social and Environmental Research Associates 
of California. Mr. Raymond Arkeketa and members of this firm, with invaluable 
assistance from Wayne T. Craney (Chief, Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch) 
and James A. Clark, Jr. (Assistant Area Director for Office of Environmental 
Health), prepared a manual entitled "Evaluation of Environmental Health Projects ­
A Practical Guide". This manual provides an overview of the nature and purpose 
of environmental health programs; a description of the Office of Environmental 
Health, its branches and operations; a detailed sequential analysis of construction 
projects from inception to transfer of ownership; and worksheets for the evaluation 
of environmental health projects. The manual emphasizes a "consumer orientation" 
to the understanding and evaluation of services provided by governmental agencies, 
in this case, the Office of Environmental Health, IHS. It is intended that the 
manual serve the needs, not only of the current OCA IRS Advisory Board and Staff, 
but also that it be a guide to the orientation of new and future personnel. It 
is further intended that the manual be disseminated to appropriate Indian indivi­
duals and groups, particularly Indian Housing Authorities throughout the Oklahoma 
Area, for their use in initiating, planning and evaluating projects. The manual 
has been reproduced, presented to Board members, and is available for broader 
circulation. 
A second major activity was review and on-site visitation by Board and Staff 
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members of six curr~nt SFCB projects. The particular projects selected are 
representative of the varieties of activities undertaken by the SFCB, and are 
in different stages of completion. The projects are also representative uf 
the varied regional characteristics within the Oklahoma Area. Wayne Craney 
and Raymond Arkeketa arranged an itinerary and procedure for Board review and 
visitation of the six projects. The reviews consisted of oral and written 
presentations by SFCB Area and Field staff, examination of document folders for 
each project, and final interviews with SFCB Area staff. Each on-site visita­
tion was preceded by an oral presentation by SFCB project staff of the background 
and progress to date of the project, and followed by a question and answer session. 
Each of these sessions was recorded, and written transcripts have been abstracted 
from the tapes. A summary of the on-site visitations is presented in Part II of 
this report. 
A third activity was a review of recent documents supplied by SFCB which 
accurately reflect the current status and problems of OEH operations. These 
documents include a "Task Force Report on the Sanitation Facilities Construction 
Program, Indian Health Service" 1975 (Division of Health Facilities Planning); 
"Oklahoma City Area Indian Health Service - Office of Environmental Health" 1976 
(American Indian Policy Review Coumission); "Statement of John W. Davis, IRS 
Area Director, to the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs" 1976 (on Sani­
tation Facilities Construction Program of IHS); "The Environmental Health 
Program of the IRS"; "Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch" 1976. Collec­
tively, these documents provide an excellent overview of the contemporary 
activities of SFCB, and place these activities in the perspective of the other 
governmental agencies with which OEH must interact to accomplish its mission. 
Pertinent information from'these documents has been incorporated into Part I of 
this report. 
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Part I
 
Narrative Evaluation of SFCB Operations
 
Needs and Recommendations
 
Operational Effici~ncy of the Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch - OEH 
The mission of SFCB is to provide water supply, human waste disposal, and 
solids waste disposal for Indian communities, groups, and individual participants. 
The primary purpose of this program is to reduce the incidence of diseases caused 
by environmental contamination and pollution. Nationwide, the overall success 
of the program is well documented by striking reduction in related diseases, 
decreases in infant mortality, and increases in longevity. 
The major source of funding for SFCB operation is from PL 86-121, the Indian 
Sanitation Facilities Construction Act, 1959. Since the inception of the program, 
a number of changes in SFCB operational procedures have occurred. These changes 
have been the consequence of the introduction of new government housing programs 
and new policies which require that SFCB closely coordinate its activities with 
those of a large number of other agencies in the conduct of each project. (One 
project studied involved ~ separate agencies) The exact nature of these 
interactions is both complex, and also subject to change as other agencies modify 
their own general policies and specific plans. Each project undertaken by SFCB 
contains new parameters and new problems for which ad hoc solutions must be 
derived. Evaluation of the operational efficiency of SFCB must take into conside­
ration the formidable coordination problems encountered in the implementation 
of each project. 
Given the above stated factors, the operational effectiveness of SFCB must 
be given high ratings. Staff members are concerned, competent, and hard-working. 
Furthermore, they have produced. 
In illustration of this fact, 5,876 new or rennovated housing units were served 
through 1975; 4,199 of these were DHUD financed homes, 1,267 were HIP homes and 
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410 other housing. In addition, of the total housing units, 488 were existing 
homes. Through 1975, 5,889 DHUD Mutual-Help Homes were provided technical 
services (i.e., site evaluation and construction inspection). In 1976, 974 
new and rennovated housing units will receive sanitary facilities and 1,555 
Mutual-Help units will be provided with technical services. 
In "regular" projects, through 1975, water and sanitation facilities were 
provided to 4,285 existing Indian homes. No regular projects were undertaken 
in 1976-77. From 1971 to 1975, 751 existing Indian homes were connected to 
city and rural water distribution and water collection systems and were provided 
with necessary on-site facilities. These were largely in conjunction the Farmer's 
Home Administration rural water systems. 
In the absence of adequate survey information, only estimates of remaining 
water and sanitation needs can be made. There are at least 11,000 - 12,000 
families who remain to be served. Operating at the present rate, it will take 10 
years to meet these water and sanitation needs. 
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Problems and Recommendations 
There are certain problem areas which have been identified, and these are 
summarized below. Solutions to these problems will result in more complete 
and more timely services to the Indian people of the Oklahoma Area. 
SFCB Staffing 
A. According to all available evidence, SFCB is currently understaffed, 
a condition which often results in overwork, delays, and often, failure to 
provide complete services. The "Task Force Report" referred to earlier in 
this report recommends an increase of 88 OEH positions in Oklahoma, approxi­
mately equally divided between SFCB and the Environmental Health Services 
Branch (EHSB). Support of Tribal Groups of this recommendation is in the best 
interest of the Indian people. 
B. SFCB employs a number of "temporary" personnel (97 according to the 
Task Force Report) whose salaries are allocated from construction funds. 
While this procedure has enabled a good record of work performance, two problems 
have occurred. First, "temporary" employees are often retained year after 
year, but nevertheless do not accrue the normal job benefits of permanent 
employees which they rightfully should have. Second, the procedure has the 
appearance to many Indian people of excessive "pay roll padding" at the 
management level at the cost of removing funds from needed construction 
projects. It is therefore recommended that wherever possible, temporary 
employees be granted a more regular status, and further that the current 
procedure be clearly and explicitly explained to remove all doubts of Area 
Office mismanagement of construction funds. 
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C. Finally, there appear to be bNo matters related to SFCB staff morale. 
It must be recalled that staff members work in a difficult context, and their 
effectiveness depends in part upon their ability to maintain a high level of 
personal and professional interest in their work. Two factors serve to reduce 
staff morale. First, the beneficiaries of projects often fail to convey 
acknowledgement for successful efforts to deliver needed services under what 
often are trying conditions. Recognition of good work would reinforce 
exceptional staff effort and insure its continuance in the future. Even 
engineers do not "work for bread alone". Secondly, a major incentive for 
employment in OEH - SFCB has been the opportunities extended for continuous 
professional development. SFCB has been able to attract and retain personnel 
of high calibre partly because of the educational opportunities featured in 
the personnel program. Recently, however, this incentive has been reduced by 
a drastic curtailment of educational leaves. This curtailment has resulted 
in a morale reduction of existing staff, and may be expected to increase 
difficulties in recruitment. Tribal support of the restoration of educational 
leave benefits will result in higher morale and a better qualified SFCB staff 
to serve the needs of the Indian people. 
Program Considerations 
A. SFCB activities are divided into three types of programs: housing­
provision of water/sanitation facilities to new homes; regular - provision 
of services to existing homes; and, special - a minor program to meet 
emergency problems and special needs. "The Indian Health Service requested 
funds for regular projects in its appropriation requests for 1976 and 1977 but 
these funds were disallowed at HSA-H levels due to budgeting ceilings. The IHS 
Appropriation Justification documents for 1976 and 1977 state that in the event 
Indian housing programs do not attain their targeted goals for those years ~HS 
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funds not needed fo~ housing program assistance ~ou1d be uti1izej for regular 
proj ects to provide facilities for existing Indian homes and communities." There 
are several negative consequences of the failure to obtain funds for "regular" 
projects. Systematic plans for assisting residents of existing homes cannot 
be made since the availability and amount of funds devested from ''housing'' 
programs cannot be predetermined. Further, division of funds from one program 
to the other must be approved at an authority level outside the Oklahoma Area 
Office, and the status of such funds is highly tenuous. Typically, a ~ater 
and sanitation project ~i11 logically and practically serve the needs of ~ 
existing homes and ne~ housing projects. The only sensible approach, and the 
most cost efficient one, is to design and implement a facility to serve both. 
Ho~ever, the indeterminate availability of "regular" project funds reduces the 
flexibility of SFCB to make intelligent plans. Finally, the inability of SFCB 
to make and follo~ through on specific "regular" projects has created confusion 
among the Indian people and resulted in a loss of rapport ~ith the agency. It 
is therefore strongly recommended that funds for the "regular" projects be 
henceforth formally requested and budgeted, rather than depending upon residuals 
from the ''housing'' program. It is further recommended that special monies be 
requested to establish a factual foundation through careful survey of the water 
and sanitation needs of the Oklahoma Area Indian residents, and that if necessary, 
special appropriations be sought through Congress to reduce such identified needs. 
B. There appears to be insufficient "follow through" and "follow u~" on 
many water and sanitation projects, often occuring from lack of funds rather than 
lack of intent. By follow through is meant the provision for operation and 
maintenance of the completed system; and by follow up is meant the correction 
of operational deficiencies and the assessment of owner satisfaction of the 
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completed facility. Consumer satisfaction, correct operation, correction 
of deficiencies, and appropriate maintenance are essential to the continuing 
value of any and all water and sanitation facilities. A number of specific 
recommendations follow. 
(1). Studies of consumer satisfaction should be undertaken routinely 
for each SFCB project approximately one year ofter its completion and transfer 
of ownership. Such study should be based upon survey of all beneficiary 
households utilizing standardized, quantifiable questionnaires. The results 
of such study should be reported in standardized form, and utilized to promote 
better planning of future programs and to make needed corrections where feasible. 
Funds should be specifically designated for this purpose in the original project 
proposal to insure that this important component will not be neglected for lack 
of funds. 
(2). Presently there are no funds available for the correction of facilities 
defects which occur as no fault of the owner-operator beyond the warranty period. 
Even those defects which occur during warranty period may go uncorrected because 
specific responsibility is difficult to place. Such defects may render the 
system inoperable or at least inefficient, and naturally they seriously reduce 
owner satisfaction and benefit. There is a need, then, for more rigorous 
inspection before transfer of ownership, and during the warranty period. Further, 
there should be allocated within each project sufficient hold over funds to 
correct such deficiencies when and if they occur. Funds which are not needed 
to make corrections could be reallocated t~ other projects after a reasonable 
period of time. 
(3). Under present procedures, responsibility for operation-maintenance of 
SFCB constructed projects must be passed over to the beneficiaries. 
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At the present time, there are no ongoing subsidies for maintenance and 
operation. Usually, IRS is involved in operation and maintenance of a new 
facility only for the year following project completion during which time 
the owner, as individuals or as an organization, are equipped and instructed 
to carryon these functions on their own. This procedure apparently works 
better in theory than practice. As John W. Davis, Area Director, h~s pointed 
out in his statement to the U.S. Seante Subcommittee on Indian Affairs 
"Training of Indian participants and provision for maintenance of completed 
facilities is a continuing need, which is not adequately provided for. 
Programs to develop Tribal maintenance organizations are now in the initial 
stages, and this area will need greater efforts" Further, it is stated in 
the Task Force Report cited earlier, and in reference to all areas including 
Oklahoma, that "even with assistance from IRS, the general operation and 
maintenance system is more negative than positive ••• Primary difficulties 
are a general unwillingness to establish and collect user fees, and the wide­

spread nonpayment of fees by Indian homeowners".
 
The solution to this critical problem will not be easy, because its causes 
are complex; however a solution must be obtained if true benefit from SFCB 
projects is to occur. Below are listed probable causes of the operation­
maintenance problem. 
(1). Owners, as individuals or Tribal Groups, may not be initially aware 
of, or do not understand, their future responsibilities and the financial costs 
of operating and maintaining the facility. Therefore, they are surprised and 
sometimes resentful when there responsibilities and costs become their own. 
In some cases, the beneficiaries have not fully participated in the development 
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of the facility and therefore are neither identified with it nor willing to 
assume responsibility for its operation and maintenance. Similarly, dissat­
isfaction with workmanship, failure to provide for defect correction, and 
operational inefficiency can cause psychological devaluation and subsequent 
neglect of the facility. 
(2) Training programs to develop familiarity and proficiency in operation­
maintenance are insufficient in amount of time spent, appropriateness of instruc­
tional techniques, and the clarity and simplicity of operational procedures to 
be learned. Techniques to insure the transfer of the required knowledge and 
skill need more careful development and testing than has presently been accorded. 
(3) Tribal organizations which undertake major responsibilities for 
operation and maintenance need considerable training and experience in organi­
zation and management. The management tasks are complex and challenging for 
any organization to conduct efficiently. Without management expertise, even 
the most intelligently guided and highly motivated staff will fail in its task. 
Provision must be made, therefore, for Tribal groups to become proficient, 
functional managers before full operation and maintenance responsibilities are 
transferred. Special management training programs should be fully implemented. 
It is mandatory that a full program to insure Tribal capability in operation, 
maintenance, and management of water and sanitation facilities be developed, 
funded, implemented, and validated. Failure to do so will in the long run negate 
the positive results thus far gained from the SFCB project. In the meantime, 
provision should be made for IRS maintenance until such a time that Tribal 
capability emerges. Some will argue that IRS cannot legally perform such a 
maintenance operation. The Task Force Report for example, warns repeatedly 
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against such an undertaking stating in one instance "The P.L. 86-121 program 
was established as a-self help program in which facilities maintenance, •••• 
is the responsibility of ~he homeowner or the Tribe". And later, even after 
pointing out that homeowner and Tribal maintenance is failing, the writers 
state that "there will be a very norm~l tendency within the Sanitation 
Facilities Construction Activity to accept new responsibilities (for maintenance) 
that would maintain budget and stalilng levels. Any relenting would carry 
enormous implications because once the service is performed for some individuals 
and communities, it will be demanded by all". However, P.L. 86-121 clearly 
states the PHS is authorized "to construct, improve, extend or otherwise provide 
and maintain, by contract or otherwise essential sanitation facilities •.•• ". 
While the Act also authorizes transfer of maintenance responsibilities, it does 
not demand that such must occur. 
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Tribal Involvement 
The Indian Self Determination Act (P.L. 93-638) permits the BLA and IRS 
to fund Tribes through grants and contracts to perform any function which 
the agencies are now authorized to perform for the Tribe. There are at 
present a number of critical functions which normally would be the responsi­
bility of the Environmental Health Services Branch of OEH, but which are 
being given little or no attention in the Oklahoma Area because of lack of 
personnel and funding (source: American Indian Policy Review Commission 
Report). Certain of the below listed unattended functions could be taken over 
by Tribal organizations, for example: 
1.	 comprehensive community environmental health status reports; 
2.	 premise and home environmental health surveys; 
3.	 follow up surveys of completed sanitation facilities installed 
under P.L. 86-121; 
4.	 motivational training for P.L. 86-121 project participants; 
5.	 training sessions for community water and waste systems operators, 
and; 
6.	 premise and home environmental health. 
These activities concern the health and well being of the Indian people, 
and are essential to the overall success of the environemtnal health program. 
Because of their intimate relation to the daily lives of the Indian families, 
they could be best undertaken by an Indian Organization(s). It is therefore 
recommended that the Board apply for a grant to conduct a feasibility study 
to determine the advantages and requirements for a transfer of these functions. 
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Part II
 
Review of On-Site Visitations
 
The purpose of the field visitations of Sanitation Facilities Construction 
Branch project sites was to familiarize Advisory Board members with the 
processes and procedures of Indian Health Service Office of Environmental 
Health Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch project activities. It 
was hoped that this would increase consumer awareness of the variety of 
availabile services provided by SFCB. Furthermore, the orientation precess 
was intended to facilitate mutual understanding between consumers (i.e., 
Tribal groups) and providers (i.e., SFCB). 
In order to realize these objectives, Advisory Board members made on-site 
visitations during March and April 1976 to six SFCB completed or on-going 
projects. The site visitations were preceeded by orientation meetings 
acquainting Board members with project background information and SFCB 
procedures. Project reviews are presented on the following pages. 
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CADDO COUNTY RURA~ WATER, SalER AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEliENT DISTRICT NO. 3 
Evaluation Participants: 
Advisory Board Members 
Mrs. Cecelia Blanchard, Chairperson 
Kickapoo Tribe 
Mr. Willie Fletcher, Representative Date of Site Visitation: 
Cheyenne Tribe March 2, 1976 
Mr. Virgil Franklin, Representative 
Arapaho Tribe 
Mr. Harry Guy, Chairman Caddo Tribe 
Mrs. Hilda Harris, Representative 
Otoe-Missouria Tribe 
Advisory Board Staff 
Mr. Raymond Arkeketa, Director 
OCA IHS Advisory Board 
Mrs. Sally Hampton, Secretary 
OEH Staff 
Mr. Wayne Craney, Chief, SFCB 
OEH, IHS 
Mr. Butch Dowell, Project Engineer 
Descriltion of Project 
This project is to be completed in two phases: Phase I provides 185 miles 
of pipeline to meet the water needs of 443 families. Phase II will provide an 
additional 560 miles of pipeline serving 426 families. It is anticipated that 
F3ase I will be completed August 1976. The general and statistical information 
provided below pertains to Phase I only. The rural water district employed an 
outside contractor to construct the pipeline utilizing funds from four sources: 
1) IHS, 2) Farmers Home Administration, 3) DHUD, and 4) 145 non-Indian 
families. The non-Indian families financed their share through personal loans 
from Farmers Home Administration and in return will have access to the pipeline. 
The pipeline will serve 443 Indian homes; 160 homes are existing and 283 are 
proposed Mutual Help homes to be constructed in the next two to three years. 
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The majority of existing and proposed homes are dispersed throughout Caddo and 
Kiowa Counties with a few located in Washita and Comanche Counties. In addition 
to the financial contribution to the rural water district for pipeline construc­
tion, IHS is currently providing service lines for the 160 existing homes. In 
addition, septic tanks and drainage fields are being installed in 60 of these 
homes and plumbing facilities in 70. 
General Information 
1) Project LD. number OK 73-103 
2) Project location Caddo, Kiowa, Washita and Comanche Counties 
3) Project type Outside contractor (Memorandum of Agreement) 
4) OEH branch Sanitary Facilities Construction Branch 
5) OEH supervisor Charles Dowell, Assistant Chief, SFCB 
OEH Field Office, Anadarko, Oklahoma 
Sta Summarytistical 
1) Funding sources 
Farmers Home Administration $640,000.00 
DHUD (through Comanche Housing 
Authority $2280 x 110 homes) 
$250,800.00 
Indian Health Service $1,929,000.00 
Non-Indian membership contributions $14,500.00 
($100 x 145 homes) 
2) Total time for completion 5 years, 1 month 
(July 1971 to August 1976) 
3) Total number of homes benefiting 443 
4) IHS cost per home $4,354.00 
5) Annual operating and maintenance $40,000.00 
cost 
6) Life expectancy 40 years 
7) Total maintenance cost (life $1,600,000.00
expectancy x annual operating and 
maintenance cost) 
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Time Line of Project Completion 
1) Initial request for project 
2)	 Preparation and planning 
Conduct field survey, prepare 
engineering design, bid schedule 
and specs 
Obtain government approval and 
funding 
Obtain property and rights-of-way 
3)	 Procurement 
IHS review and scheduling 
Contract preparation, HSA review, 
printing and advertisement 
Evaluate bids, inspect contractors' 
facilities 
Pre-Construction conference 
Apaches (Housing Authority) 8/4/72 
Kiowa/Apache 8/4/72 
Kiowa Tribe 8/4/72 
Kiowa Housing Authority 8/4/72 
Comanche Tribe 8/4/72 
Comanche Housing Authority 8/23/72 
Wichita Tribe 8/4/72 
Delaware Tribe 9/16/72 
Caddo Tribe 11/23/72 
Caddo Housing Authority 8/4/72 
June 1972 
May	 6, 1974 (date IHS fund committment) 
January 1, 1975 (date of FmHA Grant) 
January 1, 1975 (date of FmHA Loan) 
Loan closing - June 3, 1975 
Started December 1971 
July 19, 1972 
July 1974 
November 1974, contractors well known 
to everyone, no formal evaluation 
accomplished 
March 27, 1975 
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GROVE MUTUAL-HELP HOUSING PROJECT
 
Evaluation Participants: 
Advisory Board Members 
Mrs. Cecelia Blanchard, Chairperson 
Kickapoo Tribe 
Mr. Willie Fletcher, Representative 
CheyenneTribe 
Mr.	 Harry Guy, Chairman Caddo Tribe 
Mr.	 Henry Secondine, Vice-Chairman 
Eastern Delaware Tribe 
Advisory Board Staff 
Mr. Raymond Arkeketa, Director Date of Site Visitation: 
OCA IHS Advisory Board March 16, 1976 
Mrs. Sally Hampton, Executive Secretary 
OEH Staff 
Mr. Wayne Craney, Chief Sanitation 
Facilities Construction Branch, 
OEH, IHS 
Mr. Rick Tanimoto, OEH Coordinator 
Description of Project 
This project provides a water distribution system and storage facility for 
14 new Mutual Help houses. The system includes a new water source, pumping system, 
pumphouse and an 80 foot standpipe for storage. The new houses, financed by HUD, 
are located on a 15 acre tract near Grove, Oklahoma, and~rve approximately 75 
members of the Cherokee Nation. All homes will have subsurface waste disposal 
facilities to be installed by the Cherokee Housing Authority. The Cherokee Housing 
Authority will assist in the formation of a non-profit corporation to maintain the 
system. 
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General Information 
1) Project 1. D. Numb-er 
2) Project Location 
3) Project Type 
4) OEH Branch 
5)	 OEH Supervisor 
Statistical Summary 
1)	 Funding sources 
Indian Health Service 
Cherokee Nation Housing Authority 
2)	 Total time for completion 
3) Total number of homes benefiting 
4) IHS cost per home 
5) Annual operating cost 
6) Annual maintenance cost 
7) Life expectancy 
8) Total maintenance cost (life 
expectancy x annual maintenance cost) 
Time Line of Project Completion 
1) Initial Request for Project 
2)	 Preparation and Planning 
Conduct Field Survey, prepare 
engineering design, bid schedule 
and specs 
Obtain Government approval and funding 
Obtain Property and rights-of-way 
(Local Housing Authority purchased 
site) 
OK	 74-141 
Grove, Delaware County, Oklahoma 
Outside Contracting 
Sanitary Facilities Construction 
Branch (SFCBr.) 
Bill	 Wilson, Project Engineer 
Wallace Hampton, Project Engineer 
OEH Field Office, Claremore, Oklahoma 
$59,000.00 
$11 ,000 .00 
2 years, 6 months 
(February 1974 through July 1976) 
14 
$ 4,214.00 
$ 60.00 
$ 864.00 
40 years 
$34,560.00 
February, 1974 
(Revised) September, 1974 
March, 1975 
September, 1975 
N/A 
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3) Procurement 
IHS review and sche4uling July, 1975 
Contract preparation, HSA 
printing & advertisement 
review, August, 1975 to September, 1975 
Evaluate Bids, 
(N/A) 
Contractors' evaluation August, 1975 to September, 1975 
Pre-construction conference N/A 
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OAKS COMMUNITY WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND SEWAGE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL FOR
 
MUTUAL-HELP HOMES 
Evaluation Participants: 
Advisory Board Members: 
Mrs. Cecelia Blanchard, Chairperson
 
Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma
 
Mr. Willie Fletcher, Representative
 
Cheyenne Tribe 
Mr. Harry Guy, Chairman Caddo Tribe 
Mr. Henry Secondine, Vice-Chairman 
Eastern Delaware Tribe 
Advisory Board Staff 
Mr. Raymond Arkeketa, Director Date of Site Visitation: 
OGA IHS Advisory Board March 16, 1976 
Mrs. Sally Hampton, Secretary 
OER Staff 
Mr. Wayne Craney, Chief, Sanitation 
Facilities Construction Branch, 
OER, IHS 
Mr. Rick Tanimoto, OEH Coordinator 
Description of Project 
The Indian Health Service, Cherokee Housing Authority and Oaks Public School 
District #5 provided the financffifor a community water distribution system and 
sewage collection and disposal for mutual-help homes in the city of Oaks. This 
two-year project was completed by OEH in March, 1975, and is designed to serve 
70 existing and proposed Indian homes and the Oaks Public School which has an 
enrollment of 400 children. The system is operated and maintained by Oaks Water 
Works. 
General Information 
1) Project 1. D. Number' . 
2) Project Location 
3) Project Type 
4) OEH Branch 
5) OEH Supervisor 
Statistical Summary 
1)	 Funding Sources 
Indian Health Service 
Cherokee Housing Authority 
Oaks School District #5 
2) Total time for completion 
3) Total number of homes benefiting 
4) IHS cost per home 
5) Annual operating cost 
6) Annual maintenance cost 
7) Life expectancy 
8) Total maintenance cost (life 
expectancy x annual maintenance cost) 
Time Line of Project Completion 
1) Initial request for project 
2) Preparation and planning 
Conduct field survey, prepare 
engineering design, bid schedule 
and specs 
Obtain Government approval 
Obtain Property and right-of-way 
OK 73-014 
City of Oaks, Delaware County, Oklahoma 
IHS Construction (Force Account) 
Sanitaries Facilities Construction Branch 
Bill Wilson, Project Engineer, OEH Field 
Station, Claremore, Oklahoma 
$163,000.00 
$ 3,500.00 
March,1973 to March,1975 
70 (20 Design) 
$ 2,329.00 
By Oaks Water Works 
By Oaks Water Works 
40 years 
By Oaks Water Works 
September 26, 1972 
December, 1972 to March, 1973 
February, 1973 
February, 1973 
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3) Procurement 
IRS Review and scheduling March, 1973 
Contract preparation, printing March, 1973 
and advertisement 
Evaluation of bids, selection of March, 1973 
contractor 
INDIVIDUAL SANITARY WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES, CREEK NATION OF OKLAHOMA
 
OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA
 
Evaluation Participants: 
Advisory Board Members 
Mrs. Cecelia Blanchard, Chairperson 
Kickapoo Tribe 
Mr. Willie Fletcher, Representative Date of Site Visitation: 
Cheyenne Tribe March 17, 1976 
Mr. Harry Guy, Chairman Caddo Tribe 
Mr. Henry Secondine, Vice-Chairman 
Eastern Delaware Tribe 
Advisory Board Staff 
Mr. Raymond Arkeketa, Director 
Mrs. Sally Hampton, Secretary 
OEH Staff 
Mr. Wayne Craney, Chief, SFCB, 
OEH, IHS 
Description of Project 
This project will provide water and waste disposal facilities for 44 
Indian families in Okmulgee County. The total size of the population served 
will be approximately 225 individuals. A five (5) mile rural water line 
extension is being constructed from the Okmulgee County Rural Water District #6 
to serve 25 families. Remaining families required service lines to existing 
water lines. Septic tanks and drainfields are being provided to 41 families 
and interior plumbing for bathrooms and kitchen facilities are being installed 
in 39 homes. Interest in the off-site water system will be transferred to the 
Okmulgee County Rural Water District #6 .. Home occupants will be responsible 
for care and maintenance of on-site facilities. The project currently is in 
the construction phase and will be completed in October 1976. 
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General Information 
1) Project I.D; number 
2) Project location 
3) Project type 
4) OEH Branch 
5) OEH Supervisor 
Statistical Summary 
1) Funding Sources 
Indian Health Service 
Individual and Tribal Contributions 
2) Total time for completion 
3) Total number of homes benefiting 
4) IHS cost per home 
5) Annual operating cost 
6) Annual maintenance cost 
7) Life expectancy 
Time Line of Project Completion 
1) Initial request for project 
2) Preparation and planning 
Conduct field survey, prepare 
engineering design, bid schedule 
and specifications 
Obtain government approval and funding 
Obtain property and rights-of-way 
OK 73-856 
Okmulgee County, Oklahoma 
IHS construction (Force Account) 
Sanitary Facilities Construction 
Branch (SFCBr.) 
James Gabbard, Project Engineer, OEH 
Field Office, Okmulgee, Oklahoma 
$160,000.00 
$ 25,000.00 (estimated) 
33 months 
(Februar~ 1974 through October 1976)J 
44 
$ 3,636.00 
$ l20.00/unit 
$ 60.00/unit 
50 years - water system 
12 years - waste disposal facilities 
January, 1974 
February, 1974 
March, 1974 
March, 1974 
3) Procurement 
IRS review and scheduling March 1974 
Contract preparation, RSA review, 
printing and advertisement N/A (Force Account) 
Evaluate bids, inspect contractors' 
facilities and select contractor N/A (Force Account) 
Award contract, issue notice to 
proceed and hold pre-con conference N/A (Force Account) 
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OTDE-MISSDURLA DUG WELL
 
Evaluation Participants: 
Advisory Board Members 
Mr. Willie Fletcher, Representative 
Cheyenne Tribe 
Mr. Harry Guy, Chairman Caddo Tribe Date of Site Visitation: 
Mrs. Hilda Harris, Representative April 20, 1976 
Dtoe-Missouria Tribe 
Mr. Henry Secondine, Vice-Chairman 
Eastern Delaware Tribe 
Advisory Board Staff 
Mr. Raymond Arkeketa, Director 
DCA IHS Advisory Board 
Mrs. Sally Hampton, Secretary 
DEH Staff 
Mr. Dennis Ackerson, Project Engineer 
SFCB, DEH 
Mr. Wayne Craney, Chief, SFCB, DEH 
Mr. Butch Dowell, Assistant Chief, 
SFCB. DEH 
Description of Project 
The Dtoe-Missouria Tribe requested IHS-DEH to conduct a planning and design 
project to find a source of water for proposed construction and economic develop­
ment on the Tribal Agency site. The Tribe planned for the construction of 50 
units of Mutual Help housing to compliment an already completed 50 units on rural 
sites and in the town of Red Rock. The Tribe needed an adequate supply of water 
for the new homes and the planned economic development. 
DEH tested the existing well and conducted test well drilling. Finally, an 
agreementwas made with Bressie Water System, Inc., for IHS to extend and make 
necessary modifications of Bressis facilities to produce an adequate supply of 
water for all 100 units. 
General Information 
1) Project LD. number 
2) Project location 
3) Project type 
4) OEH Branch 
5) OEH supervisor 
Statistical Summary 
1) Funding sources 
IRS (actual construction 
will be done under 76-179) 
2)	 Total number of homes 
benefiting 
3)	 IRS cost per home 
OK 72-963 
Noble County, Oklahoma (Otoe Tribal Well) 
Outside contractor (Memorandum of Agreement) 
Sanitary Facilities Construction lranch 
Charles Dm1ell, Assistant Chief, SFCB, 
OEH Field Office, Anadarko, Oklahoma 
Merle Wasson, Staff Design Engineer, SFeB, 
Oklahoma City Area Office 
$10,000.00 (spent for engineering studies 
and design; test well drilling) 
100 
$100.00 
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WHITE EAGLE COMMUNITY, KAY COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 
Evaluation Participa~ts: 
Advisory Board Members 
Mr.	 Willie Fletcher, Representative 
Cheyenne Tribe
 
Mr. Harry Guy, Chairman Caddo Tribe
 
Mrs. Hilda Harris, Representative
 
Otoe-Missouria Tribe
 
Mr. Henry Secondine, Vice-Chairman
 
Eastern Delaware Tribe
 
Advisory Board Staff
 
Mr. Raymond Arkeketa, Director Date of Site Visitation:
 
OCA IHS Advisory Board April 21, 1976
 
Mrs. Sally Hampton, Secretary
 
OEH	 Staff 
Mr.	 Dennis Ackerson, Project Engineer
 
Sanitation Facilities Construction
 
Branch, OEH
 
Mr.	 Wayne Craney, Chief, Sanitation
 
Facilities Construction Branch, OEH
 
Mr.	 Butch Dowell, Assistant Chief,
 
Sanitation Facilities Construction
 
Branch, OEH
 
Description of Project 
The Economic Development Administration (EDA) and Indian Health Service, Office 
of Environmental Health- (IHS-OEH) were requested by the Ponca Indian Housing Authority 
to provide a water disposal facility and water supply distribution lines for 120 
existing homes and 40 new mutual-help homes in the community of White Eagle. Ponca 
Housing Authority also contributed funds for on-site water lines and the sewer 
collection system for 13 homes. IHS~OEH built a water transmission line from Ponca 
City to the community of White Eagle (6 miles) to replace their existing inadequate 
well. The Ponca Tribe, in cooperation with the Housing Authority is forming an 
organization to operate and maintain the system. This project should be completed 
by Deeember, 1976. 
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General Information 
1) Project I.D. num~er 
2) Project location 
3)	 Project type 
4) OEH Branch 
5) OEH supervisor 
Statistical Summary 
1)	 Funding Sources 
EDA (Waste Disposal Facilities) 
IHS (Water Supply & Distribution 
Lines) 
2) Total time for completion 
3) Total number of homes benefiting 
4) IHS cost per home 
5) Annual operating cost ~ 
6) Annual maintenance cost 
7) Life expectancy 
8) Total maintenance cost 
OK	 75-993 
White Eagle community, Kay County, 
Oklahoma 
Outside contractor (Memorandum of 
Agreement) 
Sanitary facilities Construction Branch 
Dennis Ackerson, Project Engineer, 
OEH	 Field Office, Pawnee, Oklahoma 
$280,000.00 
$219,000.00* 
Estimated completion - December 1976 
120 + 40 future design homes 
$ 10,000.00 
30 years 
$ 10,000.00 
* Housing Authority contributed $16,000.00 for on-site water lines and sewer 
collection system for thirteen (13) homes. 
Time Line of Project Completion 
1) Initial request for project 
2) Preparation and planning 
Conduct field survey, prepare 
engineering design, bid schedule 
and specifications 
Obtain government approval 
Obtain property & rights-of-way 
May	 23, 1974 
Accomplished in first 6 months of 1975 
September4, 1974 
April and May, 1975 
3) Procurement 
IHS review arid scheduling April and May 1975 
Contract preparation, printing 
and advertisement May 1975 
Evaluate bids, inspect contractors' 
facilities & select contractor July 1975 
Award contract July 1975 
